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Abstract
Coproporphyrin I (CP- I) is an endogenous biomarker supporting the prediction 
of drug– drug interactions (DDIs) involving hepatic organic anion transporting 
polypeptide 1B (OATP1B). We previously constructed a physiologically- based 
pharmacokinetic (PBPK) model for CP- I using clinical DDI data with an OATP1B 
inhibitor, rifampicin (RIF). In this study, PBPK model parameters for CP- I were 
estimated using the cluster Gauss– Newton method (CGNM), an algorithm used 
to find multiple approximate solutions for nonlinear least- squares problems. 
Eight unknown parameters including the hepatic overall intrinsic clearance 
(CLint,all), the rate of biosynthesis (vsyn), and the OATP1B inhibition constant of 
RIF(Ki,u,OATP) were estimated by fitting to the observed CP- I blood concentrations 
in two different clinical studies involving changing the RIF dose. Multiple param-
eter combinations were obtained by CGNM that could well capture the clinical 
data. Among those, CLint,all, Ki,u,OATP, and vsyn were sensitive parameters. The ob-
tained Ki,u,OATP for CP- I was 5.0-  and 2.8- fold lower than that obtained for statins, 
confirming our previous findings describing substrate- dependent Ki,u,OATP values. 
In conclusion, CGNM analyses of PBPK model parameter combinations enables 
estimation of the three essential parameters for CP- I to capture the DDI profiles, 
even if the other parameters remain unidentified. The CGNM also clarified the 
importance of appropriate combinations of other unidentified parameters to ena-
ble capture of the CP- I concentration time course under the influence of RIF. The 
described CGNM approach may also support the construction of robust PBPK 
models for additional transporter biomarkers beyond CP- I.

Study Highlights
WHAT IS THE CURRENT KNOWLEDGE ON THE TOPIC?
Coproporphyrin I (CP- I), an endogenous OATP1B substrate, has been recognized 
as a potential biomarker for drug– drug interaction (DDI) risk assessment. Strong 
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INTRODUCTION

Modeling- based prediction of drug– drug interactions 
(DDIs) has become standard practice in various stages of 
drug research and development. Several drug- metabolizing 
enzymes and transporters have been identified as key driv-
ers of clinically relevant pharmacokinetic DDIs, which 
has necessitated the characterization of victim drug phar-
macokinetic, efficacy, and safety profile changes. In this 
regard, the inhibition of hepatic organic anion transport-
ing polypeptides 1Bs (OATP1B1 and OATP1B3), which 
are multispecific transporters mediating the sinusoidal 
uptake of various drugs, is one of the important DDI 
mechanisms. The combinatorial use of OATP1B inhibi-
tors, such as rifampicin (RIF) and cyclosporin A causes a 
significant increase in the systemic exposure of OATP1B 
substrates.1– 4 Not surprisingly, regulatory agencies now 
mandate the reporting of in vitro transporter inhibition 
data for new chemical entities (NCEs). Upon application 
of decision trees described in agency guideline documen-
tation, in vitro OATP1B inhibition data for most NCEs can 
be applied to support DDI risk assessment. However, such 
approaches may yield relatively high false- positive rates. 
Even for true- positive rates, it is difficult to predict the 
magnitude of the potential DDIs.5

Various endogenous OATP1B substrates have been 
proposed as surrogate probes5– 7 to facilitate the risk assess-
ment of pharmacokinetic DDIs in early clinical phases. 
Among them, the heme synthesis by- product, copropor-
phyrin I (CP- I),8– 10 has been used as biomarkers for assess-
ing OATP1B- mediated DDIs.11– 18 CP- I has advantages in 

the evaluation of OATP1B- mediated DDIs, such as neg-
ligible effects of food and no circadian rhythm,9,10 as well 
as its specificity and sensitivity for OATP1B inhibition. 
Consequently, the pharmaceutical industry is beginning 
to use CP- I in combination with other OATP1B- DDI bio-
markers in setting exclusion criteria for drug candidates 
with high DDI risk, guiding decisions regarding the con-
duct of clinical DDI studies, and designing phase III trials 
with a minimum risk of DDI.19

Modeling and simulation approaches to describe blood 
concentration– time profiles of CP- I in the absence and 
presence of OATP inhibitors have been reported using 
empirical compartment models20,21 and physiologically- 
based pharmacokinetic (PBPK) models.22,23 In our pre-
vious study, three unknown PBPK parameters including 
the hepatic overall intrinsic clearance (CLint,all), the bio-
synthesis rate of CP- I (vsyn), and the hepatic OATP1B RIF 
inhibition constant (Ki,u,OATP) were estimated using a con-
ventional fitting approach and a nonlinear least- squares 
algorithm.22 Starting from one initial parameter combi-
nation, only one estimated parameter combination could 
be obtained. Although such an approach should require 
expert setting of an adequate initial value for each param-
eter, it is possible that such a modeling exercise may find a 
parameter combination at the local minimum by chance. 
Therefore, it is important to ensure the accuracy and ro-
bustness of the parameter values in any PBPK model for 
CP- I. This can only be investigated by comprehensive anal-
ysis of the dependence of initial values and fixed values.

A parameter estimation method called the cluster 
Gauss– Newton method (CGNM)24 has emerged. The 

OATP1B inhibitors, such as rifampicin (RIF) are known to change the CP- I blood 
levels.
WHAT QUESTION DID THIS STUDY ADDRESS?
Among many unknown CP- I physiologically- based pharmacokinetic (PBPK) 
model parameters, how many can be identified by fitting to the clinical data using 
the cluster Gauss– Newton method (CGNM)? Can even the unidentified param-
eters be used for predicting other drug interactions?
WHAT DOES THIS STUDY ADD TO OUR KNOWLEDGE?
CGNM estimated eight PBPK model parameters. However, three key parameters 
were identifiable (hepatic overall intrinsic clearance, CP- I biosynthesis rate, and 
OATP1B Ki for RIF). The appropriate combinations of an additional five uniden-
tifiable parameters were also deemed important in order to capture the time pro-
files of CP- I.
HOW MIGHT THIS CHANGE DRUG DISCOVERY, DEVELOPMENT, 
AND/OR THERAPEUTICS?
Our methodology can enable the construction of robust PBPK model for new 
DDI transporter biomarkers, even if there is difficulty in estimating all the model 
parameters.
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CGNM is a numerical algorithm designed to solve non-
linear least squares problem by minimizing the sum of 
squared residuals (SSRs) defined by Equation 124:

where yobs,i and ypred,i are the ith observed value and pre-
dicted value, respectively. The CGNM can find multiple 
parameter combinations that minimize the SSR. In our 
case, the residual is the difference between the observed 
and model simulated value. CGNM initiates the param-
eter search from multiple initial estimates and obtains 
multiple parameter combinations with similarly small 
SSRs in a computationally efficient manner. The essential 
difference between CGNM and more conventional param-
eter estimation methods (e.g., Gauss– Newton method) is 
that the former does not assume the existence of unique 
best fit parameter combination that minimizes SSR. The 
CGNM algorithm tolerates non- identifiable parameters 
in the analysis and is capable of automatically obtaining 
multiple parameter combinations while visualizing the 
identifiability of such parameters by showing the distri-
bution of parameter values and combinations thereof that 
provide equally good model fits as “the best fit.” Therefore, 
CGNM can support more robust and comprehensive 
analysis of clinical DDI data while circumventing labori-
ous and time- consuming processes of making the PBPK 
model identifiable by fixing parameters based on educated 
guesses relying on the modelers’ experience.

In the present study, we analyzed two different clinical 
CP- I studies, a 2- Dose- RIF study10 and a second published 
3- Dose- RIF study,7 using CGNM. Six PBPK model param-
eters for CP- I (CLint,all, vsyn, β, FaFg, fbile, and fsyn), and RIF 
Ki,u,OATP and Ki,u,MRP2 were estimated simultaneously to 
find identifiable parameters and determine their repro-
ducibility across the two independent studies.

METHODS

Overview of PBPK modeling

The PBPK model structures (Figure S1) for CP- I,22 RIF,25 
pitavastatin (PTV),26 and rosuvastatin (RSV)27 were ba-
sically from previously published studies. Our approach 
of PBPK modeling including modified points for these 
PBPK models are described in detail in the Supplementary 
Text. Differential equations and other equation settings 
describing these PBPK models are also presented in the 
Supplementary Text. Physiological and pharmacoki-
netic parameters used in the PBPK models are shown in 
Table S1A.

Algorithm and software for 
parameter estimation

The parameter estimation for the PBPK models of CP- I, 
RIF, PTV, and RSV was performed using the GUI soft-
ware of CGNM, version a6.2.2 (http://www.bluet ree.me/
CGNme thod_for_PBPKm odels). The CGNM algorithm 
finds multiple parameter combinations that minimize the 
SSR.24 Given there was a reported inhibition constant of 
hepatic MRP2 (Ki,u,MRP2) value from the in vivo experi-
ment, we also included this value as an observation for the 
parameter estimation of CP- I. In other words, we found 
parameter combinations that minimize the following:

where the weight is an arbitrary chosen constant, and the 
reported in vivo Ki,u,MRP2 (0.87 μM)22 was estimated based on 
the change in the biliary clearance of [11C]- TIC- Me, a pos-
itron emission tomography (PET) probe for OATP1B and 
MRP2.28 Because the sum of two quantities that are funda-
mentally different was minimized, we tested the optimiza-
tion with various weights and chose 0.1 so that the estimated 
Ki,u,MRP2 varied more than 10- fold between the minimum 
and the maximum values.

In simple terms, CGNM finds multiple sets of param-
eters that fit the observation by conducting the Gauss– 
Newton optimization from various initial iterates in a 
computationally efficient manner. The initial iterates are 
created randomly based on the user- defined initial lower 
and upper ranges for each unknown parameter. The initial 
lower and upper ranges were set to the base values (the re-
ported values in the literature) multiplied by 10−2 and 102, 
respectively (Table S1B– E). For the unknown parameters 
describing a kind of fraction, the initial lower and upper 
ranges were set at 0.01 and 0.99, respectively. Within the 
initial range, 1000 parameter combinations were generated 
as initial clusters that were then improved by 50 iterations.

Application of the CGNM to PBPK 
modeling and simulation

The flowchart for the PBPK- CGNM analyses is shown in 
Figure  S2a. After running the CGNM, parameter com-
binations that could well explain the blood concentra-
tion data were selected by the cutoff method composed 
of two steps29: [i] Chi- square method, which rejects pa-
rameter combinations with significantly larger SSRs than 
the minimum SSR by assuming a Chi- square distribution 
of SSR (alpha value = 0.05), and [ii] the Elbow method, 
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which chooses the cutoff so that the sum of the areas of 
two trapezoids in the order SSR plot among the SSRs that 
are not rejected by [i] becomes a minimum (Figure S2b). 
Although it is assumed that multiple parameter combi-
nations exist with exactly the same minimum SSR, such 
multiple parameter combinations were not found due to 
an artifact of numerical computation. Therefore, parame-
ter combinations with SSRs that were “quite similar” were 
determined by the two- step cutoff method. To show the 
distribution of estimated parameters, namely the median, 
25th, and 75th percentiles, and minimum and maximum 
values, violin plots composed of a box plot and a kernel 
density plot were used. The variability of parameters ob-
tained by our CGNM analyses could be ascribed to the fact 
that each parameter is not uniquely determined. Hence, 
the variability of the DDI simulation does not include in-
terindividual variability.

An example of R script for the CGNM analysis 
(CP- I vs. 3- Dose- RIF) is attached as a Supplementary 
Model File.

Model predictability

To evaluate model predictability, the average fold errors 
(AFEs) for area under the blood concentration– time curve 
(AUC), maximum blood concentration (Cmax), and their 
ratios were calculated as shown in Equation 3:

where n is the number of observations.

RESULTS

CGNM analyses for RIF in the 2- Dose- RIF 
and 3- Dose- RIF studies

Although the PBPK model and parameters for RIF re-
ported previously25 could almost explain the blood 
concentration– time profiles in the 2- Dose- RIF study,10 
the model and parameters underestimated the observed 
blood concentrations in the 3- Dose- RIF study.7 To ex-
plain the blood concentration– time profiles of RIF 
from the two clinical studies7,10 comprehensively, we 
modified the PBPK model, as described in the Methods 
section. We first estimated eight unknown param-
eters (CLint,all, fbile, Km,u,OATP, ka, Kp,Scale, ksto, PSdif,ent, 
and Rdif, as shown in Table  S2) using the data from 
the 3- Dose- RIF study. Subsequently, three parameters 
(Km,u,OATP, Kp,Scale, and Rdif) were fixed and the other five 
parameters were estimated for the 2- Dose- RIF study. 

After optimization by CGNM, 915 and 795 parameter 
combinations were selected by the two- step cutoff (Chi- 
square and Elbow methods) for the 2- Dose- RIF and 
3- Dose- RIF studies (Figure  S3a and d), respectively, 
which explained the observed blood concentrations of 
RIF comprehensively (Figure  S3b and e). Distribution 
of the estimated parameters is shown in Figure S3c and 
f as violin plots. Statistics for the estimated parameters 
are summarized in Table S2.

CGNM analyses for CP- I in the 2- Dose- 
RIF study

After generating 1000 initial parameter combinations 
for eight unknown parameters, parameter estimation 
by CGNM was performed using the 2- Dose- RIF study 
data.10 As a result, 521 parameter combinations were se-
lected (Figure 1a) that could explain the observed blood 
concentrations of CP- I in the absence and presence of 
RIF at 300 and 600 mg orally (Figure 1b). Distribution of 
the directly estimated parameters is shown in Figure 1c. 
Statistics for the estimated parameters (median, 25th, 
and 75th percentiles, and minimum and maximum val-
ues) are summarized in Table 1. CLint,all, Ki,u,OATP, and vsyn 
were obtained within relatively narrow ranges. The me-
dians for Ki,u,OATP, CLint,all, and vsyn were 0.048 μM (quar-
tile, 0.044– 0.055 μM), 44 L/h/kg (quartile, 41– 48 L/h/kg), 
and 0.22 nmol/h/kg (quartile, 0.20– 0.25 nmol/h/kg), re-
spectively. The other estimated parameters (β, FaFg, fbile, 
Ki,u,MRP2, and fsyn) were obtained with broad ranges of 
distribution. By parameter transformation from the hy-
brid parameters to the hepatic intrinsic clearances for 
primary processes, CLint,bile, CLint,met, PSact,inf, PSdif,inf, 
and PSeff were obtained with broad ranges (Figure  1d 
and Table 1).

CGNM analyses were also performed to reproduce the 
results obtained by the previous PBPK analyses using the 
conventional nonlinear least- squares method.22 The PBPK 
model structure and parameters of RIF used in these 
analyses were exactly the same as those used in the pre-
vious study. For CP- I, by fixing four parameters (β = 0.5, 
fbile = 0.84, Ki,u,MRP2 = 0.87 μM, and fsyn = 1) at the exact 
values fixed in the previous study, the other four param-
eters (FaFg, CLint,all, Ki,u,OATP, and vsyn) were estimated by 
CGNM (Figure  S4). The blood concentration– time pro-
files in the 2- Dose- RIF study10 were almost exactly repro-
duced by these settings of the model and parameters. The 
obtained parameters were ca. 41 L/h/kg, 0.40, 0.085 μM, 
and 0.24 nmol/h/kg for CLint,all, FaFg, Ki,u,OATP, and vsyn, 
respectively (Table S3), and are similar to those obtained 
in the previous study (38 L/h/kg, 0.31, 0.097  μM, and 
0.26 nmol/h/kg, respectively22).

(3)AFE = 10
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CGNM analyses for CP- I in the  
3- Dose- RIF study

We performed the estimation of parameters includ-
ing Ki,u,OATP by CGNM using the remaining clinical 
data (3- Dose- RIF study7). Using eight unknown param-
eters, including hepatic hybrid parameters, 621 param-
eter combinations were ultimately selected by the cutoff 

method (Figure 2a) that could explain the observed blood 
concentration– time profiles of CP- I in the absence 
and presence of RIF at 150– 600 mg orally (Figure  2b). 
Distribution of the directly estimated parameters is 
shown in Figure  2c; statistics for the estimated param-
eters are summarized in Table 1. Similar to the analyses 
of the 2- Dose- RIF study, CLint,all, Ki,u,OATP, and vsyn were 
obtained within relatively narrow ranges. The median for 

F I G U R E  1  Parameter estimation by CGNM using the blood concentration– time profiles of CP- I in the 2- Dose- RIF study. (a) The SSR 
values for 1000 parameter combinations estimated by CGNM analyses are plotted in ascending order. Green dots indicate SSR values less 
than 0.0306 (from ranks 1 to 521) selected by the cutoff criteria (Chi- square + Elbow methods); red dots indicate SSR values more than 
the cutoff criteria. The minimum SSR (rank 1) was 0.0259. (b) The blood concentration– time profiles of CP- I in the absence and presence 
of RIF were simulated using the parameter combinations obtained by CGNM analyses. Green crosses indicate the time points simulated 
using the parameter combinations selected by the cutoff criteria (Chi- square + Elbow methods); red crosses indicate those simulated using 
the nonselected parameter combinations. Gray symbols indicate the clinical data observed in the 2- Dose- RIF study.10 (c) Violin plots for 
the directly estimated parameters (β, CLint,all, FaFg, fbile, Ki,u,MRP2, Ki,u,OATP, fsyn, and vsyn). Note that the in vivo value for Ki,u,MRP2 (870 nM) 
estimated based on the change in the biliary clearance of a PET probe (as described in Methods) was included as an observation in the 
CGNM analysis. (d) Violin plots for the transformed parameters (CLint,bile, CLint,met, PSact,inf, PSdif,inf, and PSeff). In each plot, a gray area 
indicates the distribution of the parameter values, a black dot on the violin plot indicates the median, a black bar in the center of the violin 
indicates interquartile range, solid lines stretched from the bar indicate the 25th percentile and 75th percentile values, and broken lines 
indicate the lower/upper adjacent values. CGNM, cluster Gauss– Newton method; CL, clearance; CP- I, coproporphyrin I; PET, positron 
emission tomography; RIF, rifampicin; SSR, sum of squared residual.
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Ki,u,OATP was 0.053 μM (quartile, 0.046– 0.060 μM), which 
was similar to the value obtained in the analyses of the 
2- Dose- RIF study (Table  1). The medians for CLint,all 
and vsyn were 38 L/h/kg (quartile, 35– 43 L/h/kg) and 
0.19 nmol/h/kg (quartile, 0.17– 0.22 nmol/h/kg), respec-
tively. Similar to the results of the 2- Dose- RIF study, the 
other directly estimated parameters (β, FaFg, fbile, Ki,u,MRP2, 
and fsyn) and transformed parameters (CLint,bile, CLint,met, 
PSact,inf, PSdif,inf, and PSeff) were obtained with broad 
ranges (Figure 2c,d, and Table 1).

We also applied the CGNM to the individual data from 
the 3- Dose- RIF study as described in the Supplementary 
Text. Although some interindividual variabilities of CLint,all, 
Ki,u,OATP, and vsyn were suggested from the results, we obtained 
essentially similar results to those based on the mean data.

CGNM analyses for statins in the  
3- Dose- RIF study

Estimation of parameters, including RIF Ki,u,OATP by 
CGNM, was also performed for statins using the data from 
the 3- Dose- RIF study.7 Setting seven and six unknown 
parameters for PTV and RSV, respectively, 724 and 573 
parameter combinations were finally selected (Figures 3a 
and 4a), which could explain their observed blood 
concentration– time profiles in the absence and presence 
of RIF (Figures 3b and 4b). Distributions of the estimated 
parameters are shown in Figures 3c,d and 4c,d). Statistics 
for the estimated parameters are summarized in Table 2. 
The directly estimated parameters for PTV and RSV, ex-
cept β for PTV, were obtained within narrow ranges. The 

F I G U R E  1   (Continued)
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median for Ki,u,OATP by RIF was 0.26 μM (quartile, 0.25– 
0.27 μM) and 0.15 μM (quartile, 0.14– 0.15 μM) for PTV and 
RSV, respectively.

We also confirmed the applicability of CGNM analyses 
to the blood concentration– time profiles of PTV and RSV 
in the 2- Dose- RIF study, as shown in the figures in the 
Supplementary Text.

Comparison of the simulated and observed 
AUC and Cmax and their ratios under DDIs

The simulated AUC and Cmax of CP- I, PTV, and RSV 
in the 3- Dose- RIF study using all the estimated param-
eter combinations including Ki,u,OATP, selected by the 
cutoff method in each CGNM analysis, were compared 

T A B L E  1  Parameters estimated by the CGNM analyses using the blood concentration- time profiles of CP- I in the 2- Dose- RIF (no. 1) 
and 3- Dose- RIF (no. 2) studies

Parameter Unit
Clinical  
study No. Minimum

25th  
percentile Median

75th  
percentile Maximum

β - 1 0.00515 0.0842 0.421 0.815 0.980

2 0.00551 0.114 0.499 0.821 0.993

CLint,all L/h/kg 1 25.9 40.5 44.4 48.2 57.6

2 22.8 34.6 38.3 42.8 47.0

FaFg - 1 0.00126 0.0489 0.160 0.477 0.980

2 0.00744 0.116 0.260 0.544 0.985

fbile - 1 0.0000611 0.0354 0.173 0.731 0.986

2 0.00976 0.106 0.409 0.825 0.998

Ki,u,MRP2
a nmol/L 1 222 908 1010 1.24E+03 3.16E+03

2 143 831 889 967 4.55E+03

Ki,u,OATP nmol/L 1 36.1 43.6 48.4 54.7 127

2 38.0 45.5 52.6 60.3 575

fsyn - 1 0.00140 0.102 0.407 0.764 0.992

2 0.00166 0.0733 0.423 0.797 0.991

vsyn nmol/h/kg 1 0.136 0.199 0.215 0.254 1.96

2 0.108 0.174 0.192 0.224 4.57

PSact,inf
b L/h/kg 1 32.8 55.5 98.8 472 7.38E+03

2 26.6 44.8 71.7 313 5.93E+03

PSdif,inf
c L/h/kg 1 1.15 1.94 3.46 16.5 258

2 0.978 1.65 2.63 11.5 218

PSeff
d L/h/kg 1 57.5 97.1 173 825 1.29E+04

2 48.9 82.3 132 575 1.09E+04

CLint,bile
e L/h/kg 1 0.00482 5.25 40.7 101 2.68E+03

2 0.959 20.3 56.4 131 2.36E+03

CLint,met
f L/h/kg 1 1.01 48.1 82.9 202 3.04E+03

2 0.781 20.1 59.9 204 1.01E+04

Note: CLint,all = (PSact,inf + PSdif,inf) * β; β = (CLint,bile + CLint,met)/(PSeff + CLint,bile + CLint,met); Rdif = PSdif,inf/PSact,inf; γ = PSdif,inf/PSeff; fbile = CLint,bile/(CLint,bile + 
CLint,met).

26

Abbreviations: CGNM, cluster Gauss– Newton method; CP- I, coproporphyrin I; PET, positron emission tomography; RIF, rifampicin.
aThe in vivo value for Ki,u,MRP2 (870 nM) estimated based on the change in the biliary clearance of a PET probe (as described in the Methods section) was 
included as an observation in the CGNM analyses.
b– fHepatic intrinsic clearances for membrane permeation and metabolism processes were transformed from the estimated hybrid parameters (CLint,all, β, and 
fbile) and the fixed hybrid parameters (Rdif = 0.035 and γ = 0.02, as described in Table S1) using the equations as follows:
bPSact,inf = 1/(1 + Rdif) * CLint,all/β.
cPSdif,inf = Rdif/(1 + Rdif) * CLint,all/β.
dPSeff = Rdif/(1 + Rdif)/γ * CLint,all/β.
eCLint,bile = CLint,all/(1 –  β) * Rdif/(1 + Rdif)/γ * fbile.
fCLint,met = CLint,all/(1 –  β) * Rdif/(1 + Rdif)/γ * (1 –  fbile).
These equations are derived from those reported for calculating the hybrid parameters.26
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with the observed values (Figure  5a,b). AFEs for the 
AUC and Cmax were 1.38 and 1.37, respectively. Next, 
the simulated increased ratios for AUC and Cmax 
(AUCR and CmaxR, respectively) were also plotted 

against the observed values. AFEs for the AUCR and 
CmaxR were 1.17 and 1.34, respectively, using all the 
estimated parameter combinations including Ki,u,OATP 
(Figure 5c,d).

F I G U R E  2  Parameter estimation by CGNM using the blood concentration– time profiles of CP- I in the 3- Dose- RIF study. (a) The SSR 
values for 1000 parameter combinations estimated by CGNM analyses are plotted in ascending order. Green dots indicate SSR values less 
than 0.0518 (from ranks 1 to 621) selected by the cutoff criteria (Chi- square + Elbow methods); red dots indicate SSR values more than 
the cutoff criteria. The minimum SSR (rank 1) was 0.0412. (b) The blood concentration– time profiles of CP- I in the absence and presence 
of RIF were simulated using the parameter combinations obtained by CGNM analyses. Green crosses indicate the timepoints simulated 
using the parameter combinations selected by the cutoff criteria (Chi- square + Elbow methods); red crosses indicate those simulated using 
the nonselected parameter combinations. Gray symbols indicate the clinical data observed in the 3- Dose- RIF study.7 (c) Violin plots for 
the directly estimated parameters (β, CLint,all, FaFg, fbile, Ki,u,MRP2, Ki,u,OATP, fsyn, and vsyn). Note that the in vivo value for Ki,u,MRP2 (870 nM) 
estimated based on the change in the biliary clearance of a PET probe (as described in the Methods section) was included as an observation 
in the CGNM analysis. (d) Violin plots for the transformed parameters (CLint,bile, CLint,met, PSact,inf, PSdif,inf, and PSeff). In each plot, a gray 
area indicates the distribution of the parameter values, a black dot on the violin plot indicates the median, a black bar in the center of the 
violin indicates interquartile range, solid lines stretched from the bar indicate the 25th percentile and 75th percentile values, and broken 
lines indicate the lower/upper adjacent values. CGNM, cluster Gauss– Newton method; CL, clearance; CP- I, coproporphyrin I; PET, positron 
emission tomography; RIF, rifampicin; SSR, sum of squared residual.
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DISCUSSION

In the present study, a parameter estimation methodol-
ogy called CGNM was applied to the PBPK model analy-
ses describing the interaction between CP- I and RIF by 
leveraging two independent clinical studies to support 
the reproducibility of the essential parameter estimates 
across the studies. After generating 1000 initial param-
eter combinations, 521 and 621 parameter combinations 
satisfied the acceptance criteria in reproducing the CP- I 
blood concentration– time profiles in the 2- Dose- RIF and 
3- Dose- RIF studies, respectively (Figures 1a,b and 2a,b). 
Focusing on the violin plot distribution of the estimates, 
three parameters out of eight, CLint,all, vsyn, and Ki,u,OATP, 
were characterized as relatively sensitive for both stud-
ies (Figures 1c and 2c), which was also supported by the 

calculation of coefficients of variation for these parame-
ters, as shown in the Supplementary Text. Notably, these 
obtained parameters were similar among the present 
study, our previous study (conventional method22) and 
the study by Takita et al.23 as summarized in a table in the 
Supplementary Text.

In the PBPK model analysis, the validity of the values 
of model parameters has been carefully surveyed, and 
there are instances when it is evident that the parameters 
need to be fixed. Indeed, we introduced three different β 
values in our previous analysis to avoid divergence and 
consequently found that β values did not greatly influence 
the Ki,u,OATP value.22 CGNM analyses in the present study 
more comprehensively supported the fact that the effect of 
fixed parameters in the previous analysis on the Ki,u,OATP 
value was minimal, and that the clinical data subjected to 

F I G U R E  2   (Continued)
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the analysis was too sparse to identify all the parameters in 
the model. Note that this does not mean that any numer-
ical value of the “unidentifiable” parameters is acceptable 
to reproduce the blood concentration– time profiles of CP- I 
under control and RIF- treated conditions. Appropriate pa-
rameter combinations of unidentified parameter values are 
required to exist in the solution space to account for the ob-
served data. The conventional method requires laborious 

trials to find parameter combinations in the solution space, 
which can be circumvented by the use of CGNM.

Ki,u,OATP could be primarily determined from the 
peak- to- baseline phase of the CP- I blood concentration 
with the OATP1B inhibitor.29 The quartiles for the esti-
mated RIF Ki,u,OATP for CP- I (using the reported model for 
 CP- I,22 and the modified model for RIF) were similar be-
tween the analyses of the 2- Dose- RIF and the 3- Dose- RIF 

F I G U R E  3  Parameter estimation by CGNM using the blood concentration– time profiles of PTV in the 3- Dose- RIF study. (a) The SSR 
values for 1000 parameter combinations estimated by CGNM analyses are plotted in ascending order. Green dots indicate SSR values less 
than 0.640 (from ranks 1 to 724) selected by the cutoff criteria (Chi- square + Elbow methods); red dots indicate SSR values more than the 
cutoff criteria. The minimum SSR (rank 1) was 0.489. (b) The blood concentration– time profiles of PTV in the absence and presence of RIF 
were simulated using the parameter combinations obtained by CGNM analyses. Green crosses indicate the time points simulated using 
the parameter combinations selected by the cutoff criteria (Chi- square + Elbow methods); red crosses indicate those simulated using the 
nonselected parameter combinations. Gray symbols indicate the clinical data observed in the 3- Dose- RIF study.7 (c) Violin plots for the 
directly estimated parameters (β, CLint,all, FaFg, fbile, Ki,u,OATP, ka, and ksto). (d) Violin plots for the transformed parameters (CLint,bile, CLint,met, 
PSact,inf, PSdif,inf, and PSeff). In each plot, a gray area indicates the distribution of the parameter values, a black dot on the violin plot indicates 
the median, a black bar in the center of the violin indicates interquartile range, solid lines stretched from the bar indicate the 25 percentile 
and 75 percentile values, and broken lines indicate the lower/upper adjacent values. CGNM, cluster Gauss– Newton method; CL, clearance; 
PTV, pitavastatin; RIF, rifampicin; SSR, sum of squared residual.
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studies (0.044– 0.055 μM and 0.046– 0.060 μM, respectively; 
Table  1). It is noteworthy that CGNM analysis yielded 
Ki,u,OATP of 0.085 μM when the parameter estimation was 
carried out under the same conditions as reported previ-
ously.22 We have improved the PBPK model structure for 
RIF (Figure S1b) to capture its blood concentration– time 
profiles from the two different clinical studies7,10 thor-
oughly during the observation time, which should affect 
the estimation of Ki,u,OATP (Table 1).

We note that the quartiles for Ki,u,OATP for PTV and 
RSV, as the OATP1B probe drugs, obtained by our 
CGNM analyses (using the reported model for PTV 
and RSV,25,26 and the modified model for RIF) were 
0.25– 0.27 μM and 0.14– 0.15 μM, respectively (Table 2), 
which are within the range of those obtained by our 
previous analyses for DDIs between statins (PTV and 

pravastatin) and RIF (0.1– 0.3 μM).26 Hence, the Ki,u,OATP 
values for PTV and RSV obtained in the present study 
were 4.2– 6.1- fold and 2.3– 3.4- fold higher, respectively, 
than those for CP- I (Tables  1 and 2). As far as these 
individual Ki,u,OATP values estimated for CP- I and the 
OATP1B probe drugs were used, the simulations well 
explained the observed blood concentration– time pro-
files (Figures 1b, 2b, 3b, and 4b), AUC, Cmax, AUCR, and 
CmaxR (Figure 5). Therefore, the DDI impact will be in-
evitably overestimated when Ki,u,OATP for CP- I is used in 
the DDI prediction (statins vs. RIF). Such substrate de-
pendences in Ki,u,OATP of RIF have been demonstrated in 
vitro.30 Substrate dependence of NCEs on Ki,u,OATP can 
be assessed in the preclinical stages for the translation 
of CP- I data to DDIs with OATP1B probe substrates, as 
we emphasized in our previous paper.22

F I G U R E  3   (Continued)
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In our previous analyses,22 on the basis of a negligible 
diurnal variation of plasma CP- I, we applied equations 
that could calculate vsyn from CLint,all and steady- state 
CP- I concentrations calculated on our PBPK model. By 
fitting using a conventional method (i.e., Gauss– Newton 
method), the estimated CLint,all was 38 L/h/kg and the 
calculated vsyn was 0.26 nmol/h/kg (with the β value fixed 

at 0.5) for the 2- Dose- RIF study.22 This result was repro-
duced in the present study. First, when applying simi-
lar settings (i.e., the same clinical data, the PBPK model 
structures and fixed parameters for CP- I and RIF, and 
the number and kind of unknown parameters for CP- I) 
to the CGNM analyses, the obtained values for CLint,all 
and vsyn were 41 L/h/kg and 0.24 nmol/h/kg, respectively 

F I G U R E  4  Parameter estimation by CGNM using the blood concentration– time profiles of RSV in the 3- Dose- RIF study. (a) The SSR 
values for 1000 parameter combinations estimated by CGNM analyses are plotted in ascending order. Green dots indicate SSR values less 
than 0.252 (from ranks 1 to 573) selected by the cutoff criteria (Chi- square + Elbow methods); red dots indicate SSR values more than the 
cutoff criteria. The minimum SSR (rank 1) was 0.236. (b) The blood concentration– time profiles of RSV in the absence and presence of RIF 
were simulated using the parameter combinations obtained by CGNM analyses. Green crosses indicate the time points simulated using 
the parameter combinations selected by the cutoff criteria (Chi- square + Elbow methods); red crosses indicate those simulated using the 
nonselected parameter combinations. Gray symbols indicate the clinical data observed in the 3- Dose- RIF study.7 (c) Violin plots for the 
directly estimated parameters (β, CLint,all, FaFg, fbile, Ki,u,OATP, and ka). (d) Violin plots for the transformed parameters (CLint,bile, CLint,met, 
PSact,inf, PSdif,inf, and PSeff). In each plot, a gray area indicates the distribution of the parameter values, a black dot on the violin plot indicates 
the median, a black bar in the center of violin indicates interquartile range, solid lines stretched from the bar indicate the 25 percentile and 
75 percentile values, and broken lines indicate the lower/upper adjacent values. CGNM, cluster Gauss– Newton method; CL, clearance; RIF, 
rifampicin; RSV, rosuvastatin; SSR, sum of squared residual.
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(Table S3). Subsequently, when using the improved RIF 
model and setting more numbers of unknown parame-
ters in CGNM analyses, the quartiles for the estimated 
CLint,all in the 2- Dose- RIF and the 3- Dose- RIF studies 
were 41– 48 and 35– 43 L/h/kg, respectively. The quar-
tiles for the estimated vsyn were 0.20– 0.25 and 0.17– 
0.22 nmol/h/kg. Thus, CLint,all and vsyn obtained by the 
CGNM were close to the values obtained by the con-
ventional method, both of which well- reproduce PK of 
CP- I and DDI effect by RIF as summarized in a table in 
the Supplementary Text. We found that CLint,all of CP- I 
could be determined based primarily on the baseline- 
to- peak phase of its blood concentration through anal-
ysis of the clinical data where cyclosporin A, another 
strong inhibitor for OATP1B, was used as the OATP1B 

perpetrator.29 CLint,all in the present study could also be 
determined from the observed baseline- to- peak phase 
under the condition that the rate- limiting step (uptake) 
of hepatic elimination was strongly inhibited by RIF. 
This subsequently enabled the determination of vsyn 
from the steady- state data without RIF.

In contrast with the convergence of Ki,u,OATP by CGNM 
analyses, it should be impossible to determine Ki,u,MRP2 
using only blood concentration data. The RIF- mediated 
increase in the blood concentration of CP- I was almost 
captured when the PBPK model without the RIF- mediated 
inhibition of hepatic MRP2 was used (data not shown), 
even though the minimum SSRs (0.0261 and 0.0439 for 
the 2- Dose- RIF and 3- Dose- RIF studies, respectively) were 
somewhat larger than those obtained using the model 

F I G U R E  4   (Continued)
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incorporating both OATP1B and MRP2 inhibition (0.0259 
and 0.0412 for the 2- Dose- RIF and 3- Dose- RIF studies, re-
spectively, as shown in Figures 1 and 2). Taking the in vivo 
estimation of Ki,u,MRP2 (0.87 μM)22 obtained from the PET 
imaging study into account, the difference between the es-
timated and observed Ki,u,MRP2 were also included into the 
SSR (SSRʹ, Equation 2). This is a novel approach to loosely 
constrain the value of Ki,u,MRP2 in parameter optimization 
and offers an option to improve the parameter estimation.

The other estimated parameters (β, fbile, FaFg, and fsyn) 
of CP- I were not characterized as sensitive, suggesting 

they have minimal impacts on blood concentration– time 
profiles in the absence and presence of RIF. CGNM should 
ensure the feasibility of parameter optimization with-
out fixing these “unidentifiable” parameters. As for fsyn, 
sensitivity analyses of fsyn in our previous study demon-
strated little effect on the simulated blood concentrations 
of CP- I with RIF.22 Similar results were obtained by Takita 
et al.23 Their sensitivity analyses showed a marginal im-
pact of the assumption of the CP- I biosynthesis site (blood 
or liver), resulting in comparable recovery of plasma and 
urine CP- I data. It might be difficult to determine fsyn 

T A B L E  2  Parameters estimated by the CGNM analyses using the blood concentration- time profiles of statins in the 3- Dose- RIF study

Parameter Unit
Compound 
name Minimum

25th 
percentile Median

75th 
percentile Maximum

β - PTV 0.00001 0.0635 0.320 0.813 0.999

RSV 0.00001 0.0199 0.021 0.023 0.048

CLint,all L/h/kg PTV 33.9 44.5 48.2 50.4 57.0

RSV 4.79 5.08 5.09 5.13 5.65

FaFg - PTV 0.709 0.862 0.947 0.984 1.00

RSV 0.429 0.438 0.439 0.440 0.474

fbile - PTV 0.441 0.475 0.488 0.527 0.653

RSV 0.874 0.994 1.00 1.00 1.00

Ki,u,OATP nmol/L PTV 208 252 262 274 368

RSV 131 144 145 146 164

ka h−1 PTV 2.13 3.40 3.91 4.57 3.19E+04

RSV 0.112 0.117 0.117 0.117 0.128

ksto h−1 PTV 2.04 4.30 5.00 6.49 5.20E+06

RSV Not used in the PBPK model

PSact,inf
a L/h/kg PTV 34.2 56.7 146 703 7.75E+06

RSV 116 225 240 254 7.25E+05

PSdif,inf
b L/h/kg PTV 1.18 1.96 5.03 24.2 2.67E+05

RSV 0.584 1.13 1.21 1.28 3639

PSeff
c L/h/kg PTV 4.84 8.02 20.6 99.4 1.10E+06

RSV 2.34 4.52 4.82 5.11 1.46E+04

CLint,bile
d L/h/kg PTV 2.70 3.58 4.85 17.1 2675

RSV 0.0949 0.103 0.104 0.104 0.110

CLint,met
e L/h/kg PTV 2.11 3.61 4.92 17.1 2995

RSV 0 6.11E- 07 0.0000288 0.000656 0.0138

Note: CLint,all = (PSact,inf + PSdif,inf) * β; β = (CLint,bile + CLint,met)/(PSeff + CLint,bile + CLint,met); Rdif = PSdif,inf/PSact,inf; γ = PSdif,inf/PSeff; fbile = CLint,bile/
(CLint,bile + CLint,met).

26

Abbreviations: CGNM, cluster Gauss– Newton method; PBPK, physiologically- based pharmacokinetic; PTV, pitavastatin; RIF, rifampicin; RSV, rosuvastatin.
a– eHepatic intrinsic clearances for membrane permeation and metabolism processes were transformed from the estimated hybrid parameters (CLint,all, β and 
fbile) and the fixed hybrid parameters (Rdif = 0.0345 (PTV) or 0.005 (RSV) and γ = 0.244 (PTV) or 0.25 (RSV), as described in Table S1) using the equations as 
follows:
aPSeff = Rdif/(1 + Rdif)/γ * CLint,all/β.
bCLint,met = CLint,all/(1 –  β) * Rdif/(1 + Rdif)/γ * (1 –  fbile).
cPSact,inf = 1/(1 + Rdif) * CLint,all/β.
dPSdif,inf = Rdif/(1 + Rdif) * CLint,all/β.
eCLint,bile = CLint,all/(1 –  β) * Rdif/(1 + Rdif)/γ * fbile.
These equations are derived from those reported for calculating the hybrid parameters.26
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from human data because no matter which organs or 
tissues are involved in the biosynthesis of CP- I, the ef-
fect of RIF- mediated inhibition of OATP1B on the blood 
concentration– time profile of CP- I should be similar.

In conclusion, CGNM was capable of finding multi-
ple parameter combinations that could capture the CP- I 
blood concentration data with or without RIF treat-
ment from two different clinical studies. Similar CLint,all, 
Ki,u,OATP, and vsyn values were obtained between the two 

different clinical studies and as such these parameters 
were deemed essential for predicting the effect of OATP1B 
inhibition by RIF. Because it was possible to successfully 
apply the CGNM to CP- I, we conclude that a similar ap-
proach could support the development of PBPK models 
for additional biomarkers for hepatic OATP1B (e.g., biliru-
bin and its glucuronides, bile acids, especially glucuronide 
and sulfate conjugates, glucuronide and sulfate conju-
gates of steroids, and fatty acid dicarboxylates5– 7) and for 

F I G U R E  5  Comparison of the observed AUC, Cmax, AUCR, and CmaxR with those simulated using the estimated parameter 
combinations by CGNM. (a and b) The AUC (a) and Cmax (b) of CP- I, PTV, and RSV in the absence and presence of RIF in the 3- Dose- 
RIF study7 are plotted. In each simulation, all the estimated parameter combinations selected by the cutoff method after CGNM analyses 
were used. Simulated and observed data are presented as mean ± SD. Broken and dotted lines denote unity and three- fold boundaries, 
respectively. (c and d) The AUCR (c) and CmaxR (d) of CP- I, PTV, and RSV in the absence and presence of RIF in the 3- Dose- RIF study7 
are plotted. The simulated and observed data are presented as mean ± SD. Broken and dotted lines denote unity and two- fold boundaries, 
respectively. AUC, area under the blood concentration– time curve; AUCR, area under the blood concentration– time curve ratio; CGNM, 
cluster Gauss– Newton method; Cmax, maximum blood concentration; CmaxR, maximum blood concentration ratio; CP- I, coproporphyrin I; 
PTV, pitavastatin; RSV, rosuvastatin.
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other transporters, in which their synthesis and clearance 
mechanisms, diurnal variation, and involvement of other 
transporters and metabolic enzymes in the observed DDI 
should be carefully incorporated. In turn, the PBPK model- 
enabled application of biomarkers in support of clinical 
DDI risk assessment will greatly facilitate the drug devel-
opment process, by prioritizing drug probe- based clinical 
DDI studies only when necessary, by helping to address 
conservative agency DDI risk thresholds, and by reducing 
the number of false positive perpetrator compounds being 
studied clinically.5,19
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